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CHAIRMAN’S COMMUNICATION  
Dear Students, 

Firstly ,I extend my warm congratulations to 
all the respected women for “International 
Women’s Day” and also my heartily greetings 
for the festival of Holi, on behalf of Bilaspur 
Branch of CIRC of ICAI. 

Student years are wonderful years.  Study with passion and planning to 
achieve your  potential. To succeed in the professional course of Chartered 
Accountancy you need proper planning and adherence to plans. Complete 
learning efforts well in advance and do a lot of practice 
 

It is rightly said “the mediocre teacher tells; the good teacher explains; the 
superior teacher demonstrates; and the great teacher inspires”. Teacher is 
like a candle who consumes itself to light the way for others. In our           
profession, our members who act as principal for you put their heart and 
soul to see you as a bright star of times to come. At times, their hard work 
pinch us but ad we rightly know that “man can not remake himself without       
suffering, for he is both the marble and sculptor”. 
 

Life poses several challenges and it is for us to decide how to react to these 
challenges. Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States said 
“We can complain because rose bushes have thorns, or rejoice because 
thorn bushes have roses”.  

Have a positive approach and believe in yourself. 

Warm Wishes 

CA VIVEK AGRAWAL 

CHAIRMAN 

BILASPUR BRANCH OF CIRC OF ICAI 
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CICASA CHAIRMAN’S  
COMMUNICATION  

Dear Students,  

Happy Women’s Day and Greetings for Holi. 

The festival of colures always conveys the message of love and togetherness 
among people. I wish all of the respected members and students a very      
happy Holi.  
 

Self study is the best method to pass ICAI exams. Your notes , your practice 
are no way better than what the best faculties could ever provide you. Sorting 
and filtering Institute’s material in the best possible way can make you     
memories concepts of both theory and practical subjects.  
 

On the other hand , for practical subjects ,what matters more than practicing 
questions is memorizing the underlying concepts behind those questions,   
particularly for last hour preparations. Hence , keep your schedules and study 
plan ready and what is most important on your part is implementation and 
proper execution of what you have planned. 
 

Warm Wishes 

CA SACHENDRA KUMAR JAIN  

CHAIRMAN 

CICASA,BILASPUR  

OUR VISION AND MISSION 

To enhance the advancement of                 
student life, quality education and            

student  participation. 
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STATUTORY AUDIT 

What Is a Statutory Audit? 

A statutory audit is a legally required review of 
the accuracy of a company's or government's   
financial statements and records. The purpose of 
a statutory audit is to determine whether an    
organization provides a fair and accurate          
representation of its financial position by           
examining  Information such as bank balances, 
bookkeeping records, and financial transactions. 

How Statutory Audits Work 

The term statutory denotes that the audit is     
required by statute. A statute is a law or           
regulation enacted by the legislative branch of 
the organization’s associated government.       
Statutes can be enacted at multiple levels includ-
ing federal, state, or municipal. In business, a 
statute also refers to any rule set by the organiza-
tion’s leadership team or board of directors. 

An audit is an examination of records held by an organization, business, government enti-
ty, or individual. This generally involves the analysis of various financial records or other 
areas. During a financial audit, an organization’s records regarding income or 
profit, investment returns, expenses, and other items may be included as part of the au-
dit process. Several of these items are also used when    calculating a combined ratio. 

The purpose of a financial audit is often to determine if funds were handled properly and 
that all required records and filings are accurate. At the beginning of an audit, the au-
diting entity makes known what records will be required as part of the examination. The 
information is gathered and supplied as requested, allowing the auditors to perform their 
analysis. If inaccuracies are found, appropriate consequences may apply. 
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Special Considerations 

Not all firms have to undergo statutory      
audits. Firms that are subject to audits      
include public companies, banks, brokerage 
and investment firms, and insurance      
companies. Certain charities are also         
required to complete statutory audits. Small 
businesses are generally exempt. Businesses 
must meet a certain size and employee base 

Examples of Statutory Audits 

State law may require that all municipalities submit to an annual statutory audit. This may 
entail examining all accounts and financial transactions, and making the audit results   
available to the public. The purpose is to hold the local government accountable for how it 
spends taxpayers' money. Many government agencies participate in regular audits. This 
helps ensure any funds disbursed by the larger governmental entity, such as at the federal 
or state level, have been used appropriately and according to any associated laws or        
requirements for their use. 

It is also common for international companies to have some foreign governments that re-
quire access to the results of a statutory audit. For example, assume that XYZ Corp is based 
in the United States but does business regularly and operates branches in Europe. It may 

Being subject to a statutory audit is not an inherent sign of wrongdoing. Instead, it is 
often a formality designed to help prevent activities such as the misappropriation of funds 
by ensuring regular examination of various records by a competent third party. The same 
also applies to other types of audits. 

Siddhi Agrawal 
CRO-0611573 
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BANK AUDIT 
Audits help and improve the accuracy of your 
company’s records. An audit usually involves     
reviewing internal  receipts as well as bank     
statements to find mistakes or any other issues. 
Errors include careless clerical mistakes and can 
be fixed quickly while others are international or 
fraudulent which might cause significant damage. 
A bank audit checklist plays an important role as 
it is an essential testing and evaluation tool that 
helps a senior auditor review corporate internal 
processes and guidelines.  

We offer high quality reliable bank audit services that are sure to make your overall work 
easier because we value our customer’s requirements and needs. As bank audit is an im-
portant step for all banks who seek a better optimization of its overall management, our 
highly professional team provides solutions to all your queries, providing you reliable and 
cost effective services. In general, bank audit is a combination of both bank and audit. The 
purpose behind is to evaluate the profit and loss of bank. 
 
No doubt, bank audit is a lengthy process and is only done by experts that specialize in au-
diting such as charted accountant or auditors. We offer bank audit services specially con-
ducted according to the legal requirements of the monetary issues. Our tam of experi-
enced chartered accountants provide you the clear cut idea of how it is done and trans-
parent insight with documented details of the financial statements of the organization and 
the specified corporate. According to the law, the auditing is offered at industrial approved 
rates and is done is as per the government define rules and regulations. 

· Bank branch audit 

· Bank insurance audit program 

· Banking work program 

· Bank investments 
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PRE-COMMENCEMENT WORK 

UNDRESTANDING THE BUSINESS OF  

THE BANK BRANCH 

OVERALL AUDIT PLAN 

AUDIT PROGRAMME 

AUDIT PROCEDURES: 

SUBSTANSIVE TESTING &  

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

REPORT 

BANK AUDIT PROCEDURE 
-A BRIEF INTRODUCTION 

· Bond operations 

· Business impact analysis  

· Fixed assets 

· Indirect loads 

· Life insurance 

Gaurav Wadhavani 
CRO-0622408 
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EVENTS HELD 

CICASA Committee handed over its 
charge to the zestful & rejuvenating 

newly incorporated CICASA Committee 
under the chairmanship of                    

CA Sachendra Kumar Jain Sir. Charge 
Handover event held on 24.02.2020 at 

Branch Premises. 
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CREATIVE SECTION 

NAVY AGRAWAL 

 

CRO-0600367 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

CICASA BILAspur would ALSo 
be orGAnising a semiNAr  on 
“STAtutory Audit of BANKs”. 
Date & Timings to be        
informed soon… 
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EDITORIAL MESSAGE 

 

 

Dear Colleagues, 

Life is quite unpredictable, you need to be 
prepared for any situation in life and then only 
you will be able to enjoy every bit of it. While 
you have much deserved break to relax and 
rejuvenate, you must continue to study and 
learn for the next level. 

One habit that can really help you is to cultivate reading habit. It can be an important 
method to remain updated and acquire useful knowledge. So, read as much as you can. 
Don’t restrict reading to the textbooks alone Student’s Journal i.e.. the newsletter which 
we bring to you in every month contains useful articles. 

Be receptive and effective in your training as well. Academic study will give you lessons 
first and tests later. But experience gives you tests first and lessons later.  

While training , you get chances of visiting different organizations and places for various 
assignments. Always believe that travelling to places and meeting people is a good 
mode of education. 

For your experience CICASA organizes various industrial visits to different in-
dustries to enhance your practical exposure. I request you all to have benefits 
of such visits as much as possible so that you stand you have a great academic 
as well as practical knowledge. 

After days long full of work, every article gets tired so we organize different non 
academic activities like indoor sports you can join us as the CICASA is doing 
every thing for the students only. 
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Further, considering the difficulties faced during article ship we organize different 
seminars on different topics which will be a great help to the student during the 
article ship tenure. 

We CICASA body consider all the Chartered accountancy students as a family and 
is always present for the students. We welcome your suggestion on all the         
activities organized by us. 

Thanking you all for the great support till date. hope for the further best. 

Þ Stay connected with us at our Instagram profile “CICASA Bilaspur” 
and for joining our WhatsApp group contact:- 

· Manmohan Ramchandani - 7974495374 

· Aloukik Goyal –9039961650 

Þ You can also send your content along with your full name ,CRO and a 
photograph to bilaspur@icai.org 

Þ Your Feedback and Suggestions are highly appreciated and valuable 
to us 

 With Best Wishes 

PANKAJ CHANDANI 

(Chief Editor) 

CRO-0624180 

Executive Member 

CICASA,Bilaspur 

SOME PEOPLE DREAM OF SUCCESS , 

WHILE OTHER WAKE UP AND WORK     
HARD AT IT 

 


